
 
 

Private car “The Kashubian’s Region” tour with Museum from hotel & 
also includes private car return airport transfers (2 Sharing) - £55pp 

 
 Private Tour Includes: 

 Return private car airport transfers 

 Private Tour Guide with extensive knowledge of 
the area. 

 Tour in the Kashubian’s Region. 

 Entry to biggest open air museum for 2 Adults. 

 Visit to Kashubian Centre. 

 Dinner in local restaurant -Optional (extra charges 
apply).  

 

 

Tour Guide: Mr. Jacek Waldoch 
About me: I am passionate about Gdansk & its history & 
surroundings. I am professional guide with a certificate from 
Stutthof Museum. 

 

Features: 

 Tour in English 

 Flexible time. 

 Museum ticket & parking fares included. 

 Information about local cuisines & 
recommendations. 

 Pick up & return to Hotel directly with private car. 

 Includes return private car transfers to airport 
(normally costs £25 pp) 

 Duration (approx.): 5 Hours – 6 Hours. 

 Friendly atmosphere. 

 
Ceramics has a centuries-old tradition in Kashubia, and again the designs are simple. Kashubian ceramics are 

decorated with a number of traditional designs including the Kashubian star, fish scales and local flowers, all 

embellished with wavy lines and dots. The Kashubians are also great weavers, even managing to weave buckets 

and jugs from pine roots and straw capable of holding water. Their weaving skills can also be seen on the roofs 

of the many thatched houses in the region. The Kashubians are also well known for a style of primitive painting 

on glass, woodcuts, and wooden sculptures including roadside chapels known as the Passions of Christ. Wood 

is also carved into elaborate walking sticks, animal heads and musical instruments, including the 

extraordinary burczybas, similar to a double bass but in the shape of a barrel with a horse hair tail. A bizarre 

instrument indeed, a burczybas is played by a total of three musicians. The Kashubians are great snuff takers, 

making it themselves and giving it to visitors as a sign of joy, good luck and an invitation to meet again. 

Traditional Kashubian snuffboxes are made from cattle horns that are boiled, flattened, and cut into unique 

shapes. 

 

The Kashubians believe strongly that all of these things mark them out as an individual race. Many Kashubians 

even believe themselves to be the last surviving tribe of the ancient Balts. 

 

Kashubian is a West Slavic language belonging to the Lechitic group of languages of northern Poland, and is 

thought to be a variation of the original Pomeranian language. Kashubian enjoys legal protection in Poland as a 

minority language, is taught in Polish schools, and can be found on many street signs in the region. 



One of the things you’ll notice all over Kashubia is the proliferation of folk art, both religious and secular. Of the 

many folk art disciplines, the Kashubians pride themselves on their embroidery.  

 

The Kashubians are a true ethnic minority, distinct from the Poles in both language and culture. Originally 

western Slavs with ethnic links to the Poles, the Kashubians are believed to have settled in the area around 

1,500 years ago, although the first records date from the 13th century when the Pomeranian Dukes included 

‘Duke of Kashubia’ among their illustrious titles.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 



  

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

I hope to see you soon! 

 

Kind Regards, 

Jacek. 


